Body-fitted and embedded mesh techniques are combined to obtain accurate external aerodynamic solutions for realistic car geometries with minimal user intervention. The key idea is to mesh with typical body-fitted RANS grids the external shape of the vehicle, which is smooth and requires detailed physical modeling. The underhood and undercarriage are treated as embedded surfaces. The flow in this region is massively separated, requiring LES runs and isotropic grids. This makes it a suitable candidate for embedded grids. Comparisons with body-fitted and experimental data for a typical car show that this approach can yield drag predictions with an error less than 5%. Thus, the present approach reduces turnaround times for complete car geometries to 1-2 days, without compromising accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of robust, accurate flow solvers and abundant, pervasive computer resources, the task of defining quickly a flow domain and the required boundary conditions has become a key bottleneck for numerical simulations. For external vehicle aerodynamics, the car industry at present is contemplating turnaround times of 1-2 days for arbitrary configurations. For so-called body fitted grids, the surface definition must be water-tight, and any kind of geometrical singularity, as well as small angles, should be avoided in order to generate a mesh of high quality. This typically presents no problems for the main 'shape' of the car (the part visible to a streetside observer), but can be difficult to obtain in such a short time for the underhood and undercarriage of a typical car or truck. Experience indicates that even with sophisticated software toolkits, manual cleanup in most cases takes several days for a complete car. An alternative is to use grids that are not body-conforming, and simply 'embed' the triangulations of the wetted surfaces of the structures in them. Techniques of this kind are also known as immersed, embedded, fictitious domain or Cartesian methods. The treatment of points in the vicinity of the embedded CSD triangulations or CSD bodies is modified in such a way that the required kinetic or kinematic boundary conditions are properly imposed 1, 7-10, 12, 14, 15, 23, 27, 28, 30-34, 40 . At first sight, the solution of high Reynolds-number flows with grids of this type seems improper. Indeed, for the external shape portion the surface is smooth, and the interplay of pressure gradient and viscous/advective terms is what decides if separation will occur. Therefore, for this portion of the vehicle, a highly detailed, body-fitted RANS is considered mandatory. However, for the underhood and undercarriage, many abrupt changes in curvature occur, the flow is massively separated, and an LES run seems sufficient. For embedded grids, this presents no problem. We are therefore in a rather fortunate position: the region where the geometry is the 'dirtiest' happens to be the region where isotropic grids are sufficient, making this region a good candidate for embedded grids. The key idea is then to obtain, quickly, the external shape of the vehicle and grid it with typical body-fitted RANS grids. We remark that this portion of the surface is typically 'clean', i.e. a turnaround of 1-2 days is possible. The underhood and undercarriage, on the other hand, is then inserted into the RANS mesh generated for the external shape of the vehicle as an embedded surface. As such, it can have crossing faces (stemming, for example, from different parts of the undercarriage), and does not require elements of very high quality. A run is then conducted with the embedded mesh. Naturally, the question arises as to how accurate the results of this combination of body-fitted and embeddedsurface techniques are, and whether it can be used for daily production runs. To this end, a typical car was analyzed. The case was run with the same solver and code, exercizing the body-fitted, as well as the combined body-fitted/embedded-surface options. Pressure, velocity, as well as integrated force data were compared. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the overall methodology and algorithms used for blast-structure interaction calculations. Sections 3,4 detail the embedded-mesh and immersed-body techniques used. Section 5 shows the comparison of several relevant runs, and discusses the implications. Some conclusions and an outlook are given in Section 6.
II. METHODOLOGY
Any CFD run proceeds through the following stages:
In the pre-processing phase, the data and boundary conditions are acquired and defined, the desired mesh size is specified and all run-time files are prepared. A typical vehicle data-set with underhood and undercarriage is given as 30-80 independent parts, which overlap and intersect each other in various forms. The definition of a closed and clean domain takes a considerably amount of time. Therefore a library (QuickModeling) for the model assembly/ cleaning of discrete surfaces was developed. It includes automatic tools for stitching, intersection and mesh optimisation. The intersection functionality detects, splits and repatches the surfaces, and improves the intersection lines and the connected surface meshes in one step. Within this environment one is able to reduce the preprocessing time for the first closed domain to 1-3 days. An additional 3-8 days have to be added for the final mesh. For an external vehicle flow simulation the geometrical complexity of the underhood/ undercarriage produces a complex, massively separated flow structure and reduces locally very much the need for a highly detailed, body-fitted RANS simulation. Therefore the embedded mesh techology is applied in this region which has the consequence that the overall model preparation time can be reduced by 80-90% . The accurate and highly detailed body-fitted mesh-solution is generated by the mesher. The flow solver uses the fully integrated embedded surface technology to adapt automatically the boundary-conditions, fluxes and mass-matrices for a given set of embedded surfaces and without any change in the previously generated mesh. For the applications shown here, these tasks were carried out with PRE-FLOW TM37 , a general pre-processor that can read a variety of CAD formats, prepare the domains for CFD runs and specify the desired element size and shape in space. The necessary stitching, intersection and optimisation of the lineand surface discretisation were carried within the library QuikModeling, called by PRE-FLOW TM . The computational domain is then filled with tetrahedral elements of specified size by using PAM-GEN3D TM , which incorporates the advancing front technique 16, 19, 36 . For the flow solver (PAM-FLOW TM ), a fractional step, projection-type finite element solver 39 is used. Post-processing is carried out using POST-FLOW TM38 .
III. EMBEDDED MESH TECHNIQUES
In what follows, we denote by CSD faces the surface of the object that is embedded. We implicitly assume that this information is given by a triangulation, which typically is obtained from a CAD package via STL files. Embedded grids are treated by imposing appropriate kinematic boundary conditions for the fluid nodes close to the embedded surfaces. Depending on the required order of accuracy and simplicity, a first or second-order (higher-order) scheme may be chosen to apply the kinematic boundary conditions. Figure 1 illustrates the basic difference between these approaches. Note that in both cases the treatment of infinitely thin surfaces with fluid on both sides (e.g. membranes) is straightforward. -Forming boundary coefficients to achieve flux balance;
-Applying boundary conditions for the end-points of the crossed edges based on the normals of the embedded surface.
A second-order scheme may be obtained by:
-Duplicating the edges crossing the embedded surface;
-Duplicating the end-points of crossed edges;
Note that in either case CFD edges crossed by CSD faces are modified/duplicated. A number of fast algorithms have been developed to determine the edges crossed by the CSD faces, modify fluxes or massmatrices close to the embedded surface, and to deactivate automatically the portions of the flow domain interior to a body 23, 25 . We therefore concentrate on the treatment of boundary conditions here.
First Order Treatment
For the new boundary points belonging to cut edges the proper PDE boundary conditions are required. For the cases considered here, these are given by an imposed velocity (Navier-Stokes) or an imposed normal velocity (Euler). For limiting and higher-order schemes, one may also have to impose boundary conditions on the gradients. The required surface normal and boundary velocity are obtained directly from the closest CSD face to each of the new boundary points. These low-order boundary conditions may be improved by extrapolating the velocity from the surface with field information. The location where the flow velocity is equal to the surface velocity is the surface itself, and not the closest boundary point. As shown in Figure 2 , for each boundary point the closest point on the CSD face is found. Then, two (three) neighbouring field (i.e., non-boundary) points are found and a triangular (tetrahedral) element that contains the boundary point is formed. The velocity imposed at the field point is then found by interpolation. In this way, the boundary velocity 'lags' the field velocities by one timestep. The normal gradients at the boundary points can be improved by considering the 'most aligned' field (i.e., non-boundary) point to the line formed by the boundary point and the closest point on the CSD face (see Figure 3 ).
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Higher Order Treatment
As stated before, a higher-order treatment of embedded surfaces may be achieved by using ghost points or mirrored points to compute the contribution of the crossed edges to the overall solution. This approach presents the advantage of not requiring the modification of the mass matrix as all edges (even the crossed ones) are taken into consideration. It also does not require an extensive modification of the various solvers. On the other hand, it requires more memory due to duplication of crossed edges and points, as well as (scalar) CPU time for renumbering/reordering arrays. Particularly for moving body problems, this may represent a considerable CPU burden. By duplicating the edges, the points are treated in the same way as in the original (non-embedded) case. The boundary conditions are imposed indirectly by mirroring and interpolating the unknowns as required. Figure 4 depicts the contribution due to the edges surrounding point i. A CSD boundary crosses the CFD domain. In this particular situation point j, which lies on the opposite side of the CSD face, will have to use the flow values of its mirror image j ′ based on the crossed CSD face. The element used for the interpolation might either be crossed (Figure 5a ) or not exist (Figure 5b ). In this case, the information interpolated is based solely on points that are truly inside the fluid domain, discarding the information of points that require interpolated information. Geometrically, this implies that the point at which the information is interpolated may not be located at the same normal distance from the wall as the point where information is required. With the notation of Figure 6 , and assuming a linear interpolation of the velocities, the values are interpolated as:
i.e.
Here w is the average velocity of the crossed CSD face, v i the interpolated flow velocity and the distance factor ξ w ≤ 0.5.
IV. RESULTS
Flow Past a VW GOLF 5:
The case considered is shown in Figure 7 . The starting point for this run was given by two NASTRANfiles which came from different departments at VW. The surface which was meshed using the body-fitted approach was given by 12 patches (one surface for the top, one for the bottom, two for the mirrors), whereas the surface which was treated with the embedded approach was given by 106 parts, most of which were single patches. The complete surface triangulation used to define the car had 1.1 Mtria. The body-fitted mesh consists of approximately 5.68 Mpts and 32.03 Mtets. Five RANS layers were used. For the car body, the first point was y w = 0.758 mm away from the wall, and the mesh was increased by a factor of c i = 1.5 between layers. For the ground, the first point was y w = 0.914 mm away from the ground, and the mesh was increased by a factor of c i = 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Body-fitted and embedded mesh techniques were combined to obtain accurate external aerodynamic solutions for realistic car geometries with minimal user intervention. The key idea is to mesh with typical body-fitted RANS grids the external shape of the vehicle, which is smooth and requires detailed physical modeling. The underhood and undercarriage are treated as embedded surfaces. The flow in this region is massively separated, requiring LES runs and isotropic grids. This makes it a suitable candidate for embedded grids. Solutions have been obtained for a typical car geometry using this approach. Comparisons with body-fitted and experimental data show that this approach can yield drag predictions with an error less than 5%. The great advantage seen in the present approach is that turnaround times for complete car geometries can be lowered to 1-2 days without compromising accuracy.
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